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A senior U.S. official once called Hizballah "The ATeam of terrorists" but the Lebanese militia and its
Iranian sponsors are struggling
The arrest of two Lebanese men in Thailand, allegedly
for plotting to target Jewish tourists on a busy Bangkok
street on behalf of the Lebanese Shiite group Hizballah,
could mark the latest failed effort by the militia to
resume terror attacks overseas. The latest plot, revealed
in the Thai press on Friday, ended almost before it
began. The two men reportedly arrived in Bangkok April
13 and were detained by Thai police on information
supplied by Israeli intelligence. Both men allegedly
carried passports of third countries (Philippines and
France); Hizballah has previously shown it prefers its
operatives to carry second passports. Media reports
sayone of the men admitted a plot to detonate
explosives on Bangkok’s Khao San Road, a nexus for
international backpackers, including young Israelis. The
suspect also agreed to lead investigators to “bombmaking equipment” in the province of Rayong,
southeast of the capital, the Bangkok Post reported.
Police were seeking third man, and The Post quoted an
unnamed investigator as saying nine Hizballah agents
are thought to be somewhere in the country.
The incident serves to underscore the apparent gap in
operational abilities of the Iranian-backed Hizballah’s
covert forces – which lately have shown little of the
disciplined success that built the
organization’sreputation as the “terrorist A-team” – and
its uniformed militia. The troops are ﬁghting on the side
of President Bashar Assad in the civil war in Syria, and
making a signiﬁcant impact. Meanwhile, except for the

2012bombing of a tourist bus carrying Israeli tourists in
Burgas, Bulgaria – a “soft target” – Hizballah has
suffered a number of setbacks that reveal what one
analyst called “an atrophying of the group’s operational
capabilities.”
“What I had been hearing from numerous sources is
they just did not have the bandwidth to keep up the
pace of the attacks because of Syria,” says Matthew
Levitt, a former Treasury Department and FBI terrorism
specialist, author of Hezbollah: The Global Footprint of
Lebanon’s Party of God. “They are all in Syria. And once
that started in Syria in earnest, then [covert operations]
became something that was less critical, it wasn’t their
priority.”
One reversal came in Bangkok in January 2012, when
aHizballah agent (with a Swedish passport) led
authorities to a 8,800 pounds of chemicals being
assembled into explosives, apparently for shipment
abroad in bags labeled as kitty litter. And Bangkok was
the scene of the group’s biggest fiasco, a debacle in
February 2012 that involved an Iranian agent blowing
off his own legs while trying to escape a safe house
where the roof had just blown off by a bomb-making
accident. Three agents of the Quds Force, the branch of
the Iranian Revolutionary Guards Corps that operates
overseas, were detained in the safe house incident.
Inside the building, investigators found magnetic
“sticky bombs” like the kind Israeli agents had
attachedto the cars of Iranian nuclear scientists. The
Quds Force agents apparently intended to do the
same to Israeli diplomats.
Phone records and other evidence gathered by four
governments in a joint report detailed by
theWashington Post link the Bangkok plan to Iranian
plots against Israeli targets in Azerbaijan, Georgia, and
India, all of which ended in failure and arrests. Other
plots were thwarted in Kenya, South Africa, Cyprus and
Bulgaria – and Texas, where an Iranian-American used
car salesman tried to plot the assassination by bomb of

them know there is pressure on every front.”

